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General framework
• Overcoming the stovepipe model

Traditionally, the NSIs organize the production processes on the basis of a

model, in which the different surveys are conducted independently from one

another, applying to them survey techniques and statistical methodologies

that can be different depending on the survey.

This determines levels of inefficiency:

• the statistical data produced may be inconsistent with each other due to

the lack of consistency between the various surveys due to differences in

processes of collection, correction and estimation;

• response-burden reduction;

• if the estimation strategy does not exploit the information of the same

type (or related to it) observed in the other surveys of the system, the

accuracy of the estimates can be reduced compared to a model in which

all the available information( including those from administrative sources).



General framework
• Surveys become pillars of a Statistical Information System

When different surveys are aimed at producing information of the same type 

on the same populations of interest we can talk about “a Statistical 

Information System”



Project on the integration of European social surveys

Modular statistical system

– The variables have been split into mutually exclusive groups of variables, called 

modules. 

• The modules will be distributed into instruments

– each instrument consists of a fixed set of modules

– each module may be present in many instruments. 

• Data collection for each instrument may take place independently of the other 

instruments or with different degrees of coordination between them. 

• The estimation of target parameters will pool the required input data from all 

instruments with which they have been collected. 

• Expected benefits: 

– Reduced response burden

– Increased precision 

– Increased analytical potential of the data

– Quick and efficient response to emerging needs

EUROSTAT vision



Eurostat

Design

Core modules: included in all data collections

Harmonised modules: used in the surveys of different

statistical domains.

Specific modules are used in only one survey

Modules: basic building blocks 
(groups of variables to be kept together for analytical/data collection reasons)

GENDER

BIRTHDATE

BIRTHPLACE

CITIZENSHIP

DEMO (…)
Core modules

Harmonised modules

HATLEVEL

HATVOC

EDUCATT

HEALTHSTAT

HEALTHPROB

DISAB

HEALTH (…)

Specific modules

HATYEAR

HATMONTH

HATFIELD

EDUCCHAR

ACCNUMB

ACCDATE

ACCTYPE

ACCIDENT (…)



Eurostat

Data compilation

For each instrument one sample 

is selected

Data are then compiled for each 

individual for each module of the 

corresponding instrument 

The compilation can be done via 

a tailor made survey or via the 

re-use of existing data 

(administrative records)

DEMO EDUCATT EDUCCHAR n1

DEMO HEALTH ACCIDENT n2

DEMO EDUCATT HEALTH n3



Eurostat

Estimation
The estimation of 

target parameters 

will be based on 

pooling of the 

required input data 

from all instruments 

with which they have 

been compiled

EDUCCHAR

EDUCCHAR

ACCIDENT

ACCIDENT

DEMO

DEMO

DEMO

DEMO

EDUCATT

EDUCATT

EDUCATT

HEALTH

HEALTH

HEALTH



Generic Statistical Business Process Model v5.0



EUROSTAT’s target moves in sync with what is being discussed in the European context 

within the new IESS (Integrated European Social Statistics) regulation which will regulate 

all the European social statistics.

EUROSTAT vision



Integration & harmonization scenarios



A fundamental step to start integration activities consists on a

preliminary analysis of the differences existing in terms of

definitions, questions and populations of interest in the variables

(required for census production and those required for social

investigations).

Integration & harmonization scenarios



The results of this analysis represent a starting point for defining the 

questionnaire and the basis for starting a first comparison on possible 

changes to be made in the social surveys, also taking into account what 

is required at the European level.

Integration & harmonization scenarios



In many cases the non-harmonization of a variable derives from the fact 

that different populations are observed; in other cases the concepts 

collected are "similar" but not exactly the same; in other cases, 

however, non-harmonization is determined by unequaled response 

modalities.

Integration & harmonization scenarios



Harmonization based on a number of criteria such as:

 target population

 the name of the variable (What we want to measures with the 

question?)

 referring period

 the question (wording)

 the modes (eg face to face, paper and pencil, telephone, web )

 the categories/modalities (multiple choice answers or rating scales, 

eg educational level)

 modalities order

Integration & harmonization scenarios



Different target population

Surveys address questions to subpopulations. 

Italian example

Year of marriage and Marital status before marriage that in the surveys 

are asked only to cohabiting conjugates (not at all). Particularly the case 

of EU-SILC, where the information found refers in general to the Year of 

acquisition of the declared civil status (whatever it is) that in the case of 

married couples is comparable to the year of marriage.

Different question (wording)

Italian example

Three out four social surveys ask for the Year of marriage, while in Living 

condition is asked for the Year of current marriage

Integration & harmonization scenarios



Presence of the “I do not know"

Another critical element is the presence of the “I do not know" mode.

Integration & harmonization scenarios



First steps of the harmonization process:

Analysis of data already potentially harmonizing from the thematic point 

of view, in surveys subject to be harmonized. The variables of interest 

should be those:

of the census

that are part of the set of standardized Eurostat variables.

The aim is to identify the maximum disaggregated classification 

common to all surveys. 

Starting from the comparison between the social surveys and on the 

basis of the work of maximum classification of the variables, a table to 

define a proposed harmonized questionnaire can be carried out.

Integration & harmonization scenarios



Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Integration between SSIS and the administrative data

Administrative data are collected primarily for non-statistical purposes, and 

adopted for producing statistics

Application in present statistical production

• Controlling the process of statistical data and quality evaluation of final 

products

• Producing new statistical product either separately or in combination with 

data from multiple sources

• Preparing improved collection frames for sample surveys and censuses



Integration between SSIS and the administrative data

Quality indicators for administrative data used as input

• Technical checks

• Accuracy

• Completeness 

• Time-related dimensions

• Integrability



Input data quality dimensions/indicators

1.Technical:

• accessibility, file declaration, convertibility, etc.

2.Accuracy:

• authentic, inconsistent, dubious objects

• measurement error, inconsistent, dubious values

3.Completeness

• under/over-coverage, selectivity of objects

• missing or imputed values

4.Time-related

• timeliness, punctuality, over all time lag, delay

• dynamics of objects

• stability of variables/measurements

5.Integrability

• comparability, alignment of objects

• linking (key) variables

• comparability/proximity of variables

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



• ESSnet project (2016) , some basic configuration

• Combining multiple data sources (Various statistical tasks and methods)

• Two main stages of data integration:

Data linkage across sources

negligible error if unique identifiers available

error prone if probabilistic/deterministic record linkage

Microintegration

in concept and value

deals with units and variables

can involve micro-and macro-level constraints

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



• Example: Norwegian integrated employment statistics

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Example: BR, survey of largest units, register data of the rest

Configuration 1: Ideal complementary datasets

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Configuration 2: Overlapping instead of complementary

Example: short register history and overlapping sample survey data

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Example: complete register and complementary sample survey data

Configuration 2S (“traditional” survey sampling?)

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Configuration 3 (“traditional” multi-frame sampling?)

Example: population census and post-enumeration survey

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Configuration 4 (e.g repeating weighting)

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



• The Italian case: 

• Use the Master Sample to support the Register of the Individuals 

enriching the information available and outperforming the coverage 

and quality

• Built a System of Registers (joining 7 different register)

• The information inside the SR are considered “true” but always tested 

for quality

• Classification of the variables:

• replaceable

• partially replaceable

• not replaceable

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Replaceable variables: contains the variables for which the

administrative sources can supply the corresponding proxy

information. At the end of the statistical validation and correction

process (which includes editing and imputation for partial non-

response) these variables are considered complete, as they are

available to all units in the RBI, and accurate, having a good level of

coverage and quality.

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Partially replaceable variables: these are considered complete and

accurate only for a subset of the target population. As for the

remaining subset of the population, these variables either are not

detected or can not be considered accurate. E.g regular employed

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Non-replaceable variables: are those for which proxy information is not

directly available from the corresponding administrative sources.

Consequently, for these variables, the parameters of interest can be

estimated exclusively through sample surveys using data from the RBI

as auxiliary information.

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Geographical details Totally replaceable Partial replaceable Not replaceable Total

Country 2 7 2 11

Regional 7 44 21 72

Provinces 4 4 17 25

Municipality 5 4 2 11

TOTAL 18 59 42 119

Replicability of Eurostat Hypercube by different geographical details

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



Geographical details N. hypercube N. cells N. replaceable cells % replaceable cells

Country 11 90.324 8.480 9,39

Regional 67 150.688.042 16.354.938 10,85

Provinces 20 9.247.184 2.833.152 30,64

Municipality 5 4.480.384 4.480.384 100,00

TOTAL 103 164.505.934 23.676.954 14,39

Eurostat Hypercube - Population replaceable cells by different geographical

details

Integration between SSIS and the administrative data



The Italian modernization process



2014 – Start the working group “Harmonization of social survey designs”

• Harmonization of survey designs aimed to improve the efficiency of the

fieldwork activities;

• collection of the core variables;

• sample strategies.

2014 – Start the working group “Permanent Census”

• Production of census hypercubes through a sample survey.

2015 – Start the working group “Archetipo”

• to define the design of the next permanent census with a view to

progressive integration with the administrative registers and the Social

Survey Integrated System.

The Italian modernization process



The Italian wg on “Harmonization of social survey designs”
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1a: analisi dei pregi e difetti di un'ipotesi di base (nuovi s.s.l.l) ed ipotesi di nuove aggregazioni
(input per la fase 1c)

1b: nuove aggregazioni di aree e prima ipotesi di PSEUDO-PSU (input per la fase 1c)

1c: scelta ,a partire da quelle individuate al punto 1a e 1b, delle aree di rilevazione da inserire nei
bandi di gara 2015

2a: ipotesi sul numero possibile di intervistatori e di aree

2b: costi tempi organizzazione della formazione

2c: valutare costi e tempi sulle ipotesi in corso di esame nell'attività 1c

3a: risultati preliminari delle sperimentazioni a disegni dati per i s.s.l.l. in analisi sia in termini di
cv che di impatto sulla rete

3b: sperimentazioni sulle aree di rilevazione scelte nelle attività dei gruppi 1 e 2 e modifica dei
disegni (prima proposta)
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Pooled sample

The information from various instruments is combined (if necessary,

adjusting the corresponding samples weights), in order to obtain a pooled

estimate based on all the information available.

The increase in sample size, obtained through the union of more surveys,

allows to increase the estimates precision.



Master sample

The information are collected with only one instrument called Master

Sample.

The MS design can take place according to different sampling scheme

and coordination strategies of the sampling units at the various selection

stages.



Main proposed scenarios

One survey phase

All the information is collected in a single survey occasion (current situation, with the 

reduction over time of the systematic differences existing between the estimates of the 

common variables: core and harmonized)

 harmonization of all the production phases is strategic

Two survey phase

In the first phase the core and structural variables are collected on a households sample. In 

the second phase some sub-sample are drawn to collect information about specific and 

harmonized variables.



One survey phase

This scenario is based on a survey instrument design that provides that the

households included in a given sub-sample, relative to a specific survey, are

interviewed in a single occasion during the year, in which are collected at the

same time all the variables of interest, both the structural variables, the

harmonized variables and the specialized variables specific to that instrument.

If a Pooled Sample is used, each sub-sample is composed by different

households. In this scenario, all the variables of interest are measured together in

a single wave. The pooled sample so constructed allows the use of the same

information observed in different surveys/instruments.



One survey phase with pooled sample



Two survey phase
For each survey, households are interviewed twice. The first survey opportunity is 

common for all surveys and aims to:

 detect structural variables (not available from administrative registers)

 observe all the auxiliary variables

 find a series of important information useful to reduce costs and facilitate 

operations related to the second survey (telephones, emails).

The second phase survey aims to:

 request confirmation of the structural variables, already observed;

 to detect different specific and harmonized variables on different sub-samples 

of families.



Two survey phase with Master Sample



The fieldwork activities

Partition of the territory in about 300 sub-regional areas.

Homogeneous expected workloads for interviewer, measured:

• expected number of interviews by area;

• total interview time + expected travel time from the municipality 

of reference

Manage with more efficient the LF rotation scheme

Consider important unplanned domains of estimation (e.s. LLMAs) in the 

stratification phase

Common network for all surveys

Hypothesis of a register of interviewer
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